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Percolation Transition of Persistent Photoconductivity in II-VI Mixed Crystals
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We have observed for the first time conductivity fluctuations in the persistent photoconductivity mode
in II-VI mixed crystals with the magnitude following the percolation approach as

~
T —T,

~

s, where T,
is the percolation threshold temperature. Experimental results have demonstrated that the random
local-potential fluctuations induced by compositional fluctuations are responsible for the persistent pho-
toconductivity observed in II-VI mixed crystals. Different behaviors resulting from the DX centers, the
macroscopic barrier, and the random local-potential fluctuations are distinguished.

PACS numbers: 72.20.Jv, 72.60.+I, 72.80.Ey

There has been a considerable amount of experimental
and theoretical effort directed towards the understanding
of persistent photoconductivity (PPC), which has been
observed in a variety of semiconductors. ' Several models
have been proposed to explain the origin of PPC. In the
microscopic local-potential fluctuation model, the separa-
tion of photoexcited carriers by random local-potential
IIuctuations (RLPF) was believed to be the origin of
PPC. ' Queisser and Theodorou have demonstrated for
selectively doped GaAs-layered structures that the mac-
roscopic barrier (MB) due to band bending at the inter-
face between layer and substrate leads to PPC. ' The
other dominant mechanism involves photoexcitation of
electrons from deep traps (DX centers) which undergo a
large lattice relaxation. In this Letter, we report direct
experimental observations on the percolation transition
in PPC which strongly support our recent model that
RLPF induced by compositional IIuctuations are the ori-
gin of the PPC observed in II-VI mixed semiconductor
crystals.

The II-VI mixed crystals used here are undoped
Zno 3Cdo qSe and CdSo qSeo s with dark room-tem-
perature resistivity of about 10 f1cm. The growth
method was described previously. The defect-center-
(DX centers) induced PPC effect is also investigated for
a 2-Itm epitaxy layer of Alo 3Gao qAs which is doped with
3.3 x 10' cm Si, grown on a semi-insulating
GaAs(100) substrate. The decay curves obtained at
different conditions were taken in such a way that the
system was heated up to about 300 K to convert the il-
luminated sample to its initial state and then cooled
down again in darkness to the temperature of the mea-
surements. Ohmic contacts of 1-mm diameter and about
7 mm apart were formed using indium solder for II-VI
mixed crystals and by indium alloying (400'C, 20 min)
for Alp 36ap7As. The junctions were carefully tested for
Ohmic contacts.

For the Znp3Cdp7Se mixed crystal, virtually no PPC
could be observed at T & 70 K and the PPC relaxation
behavior is well described by the stretched-exponential
function at temperature T & 220 K. In Fig. 1, we show
scaled PPC decay curves obtained at 170 K for
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FIG. 1. Scaled PPC decay curves obtained at 170 K for
Znp. 3Cdp. pSe after illumination with four different excitation
photon doses. Each curve is normalized to unity at t 0, the
moment at which light illumination is terminated; the dark
current has been subtracted out. The unit of the excitation
photon dose n is 10'6 photons/cm2. The characteristic relaxa-
tion time constant i increases with an increase of n and is 604,
679, 734, and 776 s for the four n values shown here.
t' (-t/r) is the scaled time, where the scale factors used are
the corresponding values of r obtained for the four different ex-
citation photon doses. The solid line is a plot of a stretched-
exponential function 1(t') 1(0)exp( —t's) with p 0.77. In-
set: Representative plots of PPC noise measured at two
different temperatures after warmup from 8 K for CdSp. 5Sep.5.
The sample has been illuminated with light intensity of about
2X 10" photons/cm for 500 s at 8 K. The data with larger
fluctuations in PPC correspond to the measurements obtained
at 15 K, while the data with smaller fluctuations are obtained
at 13 K. t 0 is arbitrary.

Zno 3Cdo qSe after photoexcitation with four different ex-
citation photon doses, which can be expressed as

Ippc(t') Ippc(0)exp( —t '~),

where the scaled time is t' t/r, with r being the charac-
teristic relaxation time constant obtained for the
different photon doses. We see that the scaled PPC de-
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cay curves obtained for different excitation photon doses
are fitted by a single stretched-exponential function with

P 0.77 shown as the solid line. Thus the properties of
PPC decay following the stretched-exponential function
and of excitation-photon-dose independence of the decay
parameter P are demonstrated. Furthermore, in the
temperature region 125 K& T &220 K, the temper-
ature-dependent PPC buildup level after excitation with
the same amount of photon dose follows the percolation
approach as I ppc( Tt 0) ec(T —Tc)", with a transi-
tion temperature of Tc = 118 K and a conductivity ex-
ponent obtained via temperature of p' = 1.3. The
temperature-dependent decay parameter r (P) also de-
picts a sharp increase (decrease) near 120 K, which indi-
cates the same transition occurring near 120 K. Similar
PPC behavior is also observed for higher-quality (lower
degree of the compositional IIuctuations) CdSp5Seps
mixed crystals, in which a transition temperature near 15
K is deduced under the same experimental conditions.

The stretched-exponential function usually describes
the relaxation of a wide class of disordered systems to-
ward equilibrium. In mixed crystals, large composition-
al fluctuations are well known, which cause potential
fluctuations in band edges and the exciton emission
linewidth to broaden. ' Thus the decay behavior and
the percolation phenomena exhibited by II-VI mixed
crystals suggest RLPF induced by compositional fluctua-
tions are responsible for PPC. In this model description,
photoexcited electrons (holes) are localized at the low-

potential sites in the conduction (valence) band. Spatial-
ly, the low-potential sites in the conduction band are
separated from those in the valence band, leading to very
long carrier lifetimes. Below Tc, the electrons hopping
between local potential minima induce low-level PPC,
and the electron transport becomes negligible at very low

temperatures. As temperature increases to above Tc,
the accessible electron sites form a percolation network
and electrons experience a transition from localized to
percolation (delocalized) states, in which case conduc-
tivity is contributed by electrons percolating through the
network of accessible states. The scaling behavior in

Fig. 1 suggests a fractal structure for the network of
percolation-accessible sites of electrons. The decay ex-
ponent P is independent of excitation photon dose and
thus depends only on the fractal dimension.

In undoped II-VI semiconductors, an intrinsic lattice
defect may act as donor or acceptor, similar to the case
of a foreign impurity atom. Therefore, one might ask
whether these defects which may have a thermal capture
barrier due to lattice relaxation could cause the PPC
eff'ect involved in our observation. To answer this, we
performed comparison experiments on a A1036ap7As
sample in which the defects (DX centers) are a well-

known cause of a strong PPC effect at temperatures
T &150 K. The PPC relaxation time constant i as a
function of temperature is systematically measured. Fig-
ure 2 shows the temperature dependences of r for both
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FIG. 2. Plot of logIpr vs 1/T for Alp, 3Gap, 7As (0's) and
Znp3Cdp7Se (+'s). Excitation intensity and exposure time
used are, respectively, about 10'4 photons/cm's and 100 s for
Alp 3Gap 7As and about 2x 10" photons/cm's and 1000 s for
Zno. 3Cd0.7Se.

Znp 3Cdp 7Se and Alp 3Gap 7As samples. We see that
for Alp3Gap7As, r is thermally activated li.e., i=a
&exp(EblkT)1 in the measured temperature region of
T & 40 K since the decay of PPC in this sample is due to
electron capture at the defect centers. Eb obtained from
Fig. 2 is about 160 meV and r decreases with increase of
T in the entire region, consistent with previous experi-
ments. ' For Znp 3Cdp 7Se, s has no activated temper-
ature dependence and, more strikingly, r increases with
increase of temperature in the corresponding region of
interest, which has been interpreted in terms of the effect
of electron redistribution in percolation sites, and hence
rules out the possibility that the defects could induce the
PPC effect in this sample. These results support our in-

terpretation that RLPF induced by compositional fluc-
tuations are responsible for PPC observed in II-VI mixed
crystals. Other supporting evidence for the RLPF model
is the observation of a sharp PPC transition occurring
near 1.5 K in a compensated crystalline bulk CdS single
crystal. ' T~ occurring at much lower temperatures in

compensated crystalline semiconductors can be under-
stood in that the degree of the fluctuations due to inho-
mogeneous impurity distributions is much lower than for
those due to compositional fluctuations.

In addition to the above observations, we also observe
the strongest experimental evidence which supports our
model described above. We find that the magnitude of
the conductivity noise in the PPC in II-VI mixed crystals
follows the percolation approach as ) T —Tc ~

" and
reaches a maximum value at the critical temperature Tg.
To our knowledge, this is the first conclusive experimen-
tal observation of conductivity noise in the PPC mode
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which directly demonstrates that RLPF are responsible
for the PPC observed in II-VI mixed crystals. The noise
data are obtained in the following steps: First, we cool
the sample down from room temperature to 8 K in the
darkness and illuminate the sample at 8 K for 500 s at
an intensity of about 2x10' photons/cm s to generate
charge carriers; then we allow the illuminated sample to
warm up, without converting it to its initial state, to the
temperature of the measurements. The time resolution
in the inset of Fig. 1 is 1 point/s. The noise signal is
more difficult to observe in the usual decay curves such
as those in Fig. 1 because the current levels are much
higher immediately after illumination. In the inset of
Fig. 1, we show experimental data on PPC noise ob-
tained at two representative temperatures for a

CdSOSSe05 mixed crystal. We see that the magnitude of
the PPC noise obtained with 1-s time resolution using
the above-described method is nearly time independent
and depends only on temperature. In contrast, no noise
in the PPC mode is observed for A1036ao 7As materials.
The conductivity noise in semiconductors is believed to
be caused by fluctuations of the number and mobility of
electrons in the percolation network. ' Rammal and co-
workers theoretically predicted for an ideal system that
the magnitude of the relative noise diverges as

(p —pc) "when one approaches the percolation thresh-
old pc, where x is a new exponent. ' '

Here, we concentrate on the behavior of the magni-
tude of the PPC noise in CdSosSeo 5 and Zn03Cdo 7Se
mixed crystals. The average fluctuation width of the
PPC data obtained at different temperatures, such as
those in the inset of Fig. I, represents the magnitude of
the PPC noise in the low-frequency region. The magni-
tude of the PPC noise as a function of temperature is

shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively, for Zn03Cd07Se
and CdS05Seo5 mixed crystals. The most significant
feature is that the magnitude of the PPC noise indeed
reaches a maximum value near 120 K for Zn03Cd07Se
and 15 K for CdSO~Se05. The discrepancy between the
experimental results and the theoretical prediction' ' at
the critical temperatures can be accounted for by the
theoretical prediction being based on an ideal system.
Physically, this behavior is due to the fact that as we ap-
proach the transition temperature, an infinite cluster is
formed with only a few paths available for current con-
duction. Additionally, the magnitude of the PPC noise
follows a power-law dependence on temperature,

ai(T Tc)(T) Tc)
(2)

which is an outstanding feature of the percolative sys-
tem. Here x' is the noise exponent obtained via tempera-
ture. The solid lines in Figs. 3 and 4 are the plots of Eq.
(2) with Tc 118 K, al 1.64, a2 4.89, x'I 0.37, and
x2 0.47 for Zno 3Cdo 7Se (Fig. 3) and Tc 15 K,
a| 7.48, a2 7.19, iri 0.56, and x'2 0.57 for
CdS05Seo 5 (Fig. 4), respectively, with the unit of AI be-
ing pA. To date, this is the first experimental attempt to
measure the conductivity noise in the PPC mode. The
observation of PPC noise provides the possibility of
studying the conductivity noise in percolative semicon-
ductors near the percolation threshold, with the addition-
al advantage of the long relaxation time of the conduc-
tivity. T~ occurring at a lower temperature for the
higher-quality CdSo 5Seos sample is consistent with the
RLPF model.
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FIG. 3. The magnitude of the PPC noise vs temperature for
a Zno. 3Cd07Se mixed crystal. The solid curves are the plot of
Eq. (2) with Tz 118 K.

FIG. 4. The magnitude of the PPC noise vs temperature for
a CdS0.5Se05 mixed crystal. The solid curves are the plot of
Eq. (2) with Tq-15 K.
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TABLE I. Properties of the three major PPC models which include the large-lattice-relaxation (LLR) model (Ref. 4), the

macroscopic-barrier (MB) model (Ref. 2), and the random local-potential fluctuations (RLPF) model. TU and TL, respectively, in-

dicate the upper and the lower temperature limits for existence of PPC. o denotes PPC.

Origin
Decay kinetics

Key parameter
PPC temperature region
Transport mechanism

Predicted phase transitions

'Reference 17.

LLR

Deep level traps
Not well established'

Height of the thermal barrier (Eb)
T ( TL[-R

Conduction-band electrons

None

MB

Interface potential
Ao (r ) -Acro —A ln(r/r)
Carrier sheet density (nd)
T&Tu
2D charge carriers

None

RLPF

Microscopic inhomogeneity

rr(r) =croexp[- (rlr)s]
Transition temperature (T~)
TRLPF ~ T ~ TRLPF

T ( Tp (hopping)
T) Tp (percolation)
Localization-to-percolation

transition

We should indicate that the conductivity and noise ex-
ponents here are obtained via temperature, T —T~, but
not directly measured via the fraction of the electron ac-
cessible sites belonging to the infinite cluster, p —pc.
Therefore, the exponents p' and x' obtained here cannot
be directly compared to the existing values in the litera-
ture on percolation. The correlation between T and p is

unknown at this stage. However, we expect that T and p
should not just simply follow a linear relationship, which
is supported by the fact that both values of p' and x' are
lower than the published values of p and x.. Additional-

ly, the magnitude of the PPC noise here is effectively
measured from peak to peak in the low-frequency region,
which may also lead to different values for noise ex-
ponents. The difference in the noise exponents x.' ob-
tained for two different samples may be due to the fact
that the relation between T and P is not universal, but
sample dependent. A possible cause could be that
different samples have different distributions of the tail
states which is one of the factors for determining the
correlation between T and p near the threshold. Furth-
ermore, limited by the time response of about 1 s of our
electrometer, which is suitable for measuring PPC in

high-resistivity II-VI semiconductors, the frequency
dependence of noise in the PPC mode cannot be studied
yet, but will be investigated in the near future.

The observed PPC effect cannot be interpreted in

terms of either the LLR model or the MB model which
predicts no phase transition of any kind and that r de-
creases with an increase of temperature. We summarize
the different behaviors of PPC in the LLR, MB, and
RLPF models in Table I, to distinguish the different ori-
gins for PPC. We see that very different PPC behaviors
resulting from the three origins are evident, and that
PPC behavior exhibited by II-VI mixed crystals is only
consistent with the RLPF model.

In conclusion, we have observed conductivity noise in

PPC in II-VI mixed crystals and its magnitude follows

the percolation approach and reaches a maximum value

at Tc, which demonstrates that the random local-
potential fluctuations induced by compositional fluctua-
tions are responsible for the PPC observed in II-VI
mixed crystals.
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